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EcoHouse
on the Hill
A beacon of
sustainable
living that
doesn’t
scrimp on
comfort

Dave and Sherry Pettus (left) and longtime friends Jim and Teri Sugg have realized their ultimate vision of living
sustainably and fostering a new wave of “ohana” on the Hamakua Coast.

By Kristina Anderson
Ph otogr ap h y b y Gi sel l e Th ompso n

W
caption

Original art is by the late renowned artist, Wailehua
Gray, a neighbor and good friend of Dave and Sherry’s
in Honoka‘a. His work is on permanent display at
North Hawai‘i Community Hospital in Waimea.

hen longtime friends — couples Dave and Sherry Pettus and Jim and
Teri Sugg — first envisioned building a collaborative, eco-friendly
home, they never dreamed it would one day evolve into a shining
showcase of technologically advanced green materials amid an architecturally
innovative design.
Set high on a hillside between Waipi‘o and Honoka‘a overlooking the vast
Pacific expanse, the 4,000-square-foot Hi‘ilani EcoHouse embodies the spirit
of great partnerships between green/sustainable suppliers and manufacturers, a
forward-thinking architect, and the two couples themselves.
“The house just came together in gratitude,” explains Dave. “We never could
have conceived it would take on the grand scale that it has. We started from just
wanting to build a simple house for the four of us, but it became so much bigger.
We were amazed at how so many people jumped aboard because they believed in
the project. And it kept on rolling.”
The dazzling hexagonal design by Dutch architect Robert Mechielsen employs
an inverted “butterfly” roof for efficient rainwater catchment, doubling as a
hideaway for solar panels. The smart home also debuts a number of custom
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Hi‘ilani Ecohouse features innovations in structural engineering, carbon-neutral design and
environmental collaboration. Pictured here, the palm-lined courtyard leads to the garden and
guest-bedroom suites.

Plexiglass barstools from Habitat For
Humanity Re-Store in Kailua-Kona make the
perfect counterpoint to the rich, mango bar.

Homeowner Teri Sugg
made this pit-fired torso
vase accented with feathers
collected from the property.

Cabinetry in the house is made of bamboo, sustainably grown salvaged woods, and wood that has been reused from
construction scaffolding. A woodworker from nearby Kukuihaele, Buzz Speetjens crafted the koa dining table, while
Stan Gollaher, of Pa‘auilo, crafted the chairs.
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Crafted by local carpenter Jeff Quin, the surround sofa and attached side tables are made of bamboo and recycled form wood. Thanks to
the strength of the home’s building materials, the 70-foot butterfly ceiling extends the entire length of the living room with no inside support.
Painting on the wall is by Wailehua Gray.

T he hexagonal shape,
composed of equilateral
triangles, is a powerful
shape in nature.
Witness the beehive.”
— Robert Mechielsen,
Architect

The public is invited to visit Hi‘ilani EcoHouse in Honoka‘a on Wednesday, March 11 as part of One Island’s
Green Think Tours. The tour will include live music, food and art. For information, visit OneIsland.org.
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One of the master bedrooms features a bedframe
with an automated movie screen at the foot of the
bed. The projector sits in the cubby above the
headboard, which is repurposed from scaffolding
used in the early stages of construction.

The bathroom vanity was made from a mango tree
donated by Drs. Connie and Marcel Hernandez.

high-tech innovations such as a weather
barometer that reads the conditions and
automatically adjusts the home’s louvers
to maximize ventilation of the natural
trade wind flow. Natural skylights abound.
But perhaps the most fascinating
construction element is the SCIP building
component. SCIP, which stands for
Structural Concrete Insulated Panels, is
composed of 97-percent recycled plastic
material surrounded by 100-percent
recycled metal caging on the outside.
Then it’s reinforced by concrete, creating
a versatile, strong, durable, inexpensive
and ecologically sound building block.
“The SCIP allows us to do things we
could never do with traditional building
materials,” says Robert, pointing to the
home’s angular living-room window
and its “run-and-fly-off-the-cliff” view.
“You’d have to use steel supports and it
would be massively expensive, and just
crazy impossible.”
The SCIP construction, with its foam
core and steel reinforcement all encased
in cement, provides a soundproof,
well-insulated, termite-proof, mildewresistant, low-maintenance home that
can substantially outlast traditional
construction — no wood framing here.
The commitment to repurposing is also
evident inside the home, where built-in
pantries, cabinetry, a punée, bed frames
and more were all created by re-using
wood that had been used for scaffolding in
the early stages of construction. A felled
mango tree donated by friends provided
enough wood for the imaginative, roomlength, buffet counter, plus a stunning
bathroom vanity and cozy kitchen counter.
The Suggs and Pettuses always knew
they wanted a home that could foster
sustainability while attaining a carbonneutral footprint. But what surprised
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Architect Robert Mechielsen displays a sample of
SCIP (Structural Concrete Insulated Panels) that
contains recycled materials, such as plastic water
bottles, forming a highly insulative foam core.

The cylindrical shower features a skylight that can
be opened when it rains.
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Bolted to the floor, the bed appears to be floating on air. Cork flooring provides a cushiony surface. The roof
elements are shaped and oriented to harness the energy of the trade winds, providing passive ventilation to
keep the whole house comfortable.

Festival featuring Cary Lewis on piano and Iggy Jang,
concertmaster of the Honolulu Symphony Orchestra.
Another in-house concert showcased famed cellist
Rushad Eggleston.
Dave and Sherry founded the Hamakua Music
Festival. The two couples are active in the local music
scene. The Hi‘ilani concerts are held either indoors
or outside on the entertainment platform, which also
doubles as the top of the 25,000-gallon water cistern.
There are more concerts planned for the coming year.
“We wanted the house to be educational, but it
became bigger than anything we could imagine,” says
Dave. “It has created a network of great relationships,
and so many wonderful people have contributed to it.”
In that regard, the house
will be open to the public on
March 11, 2015 as part of
One Island’s Green Think
Tours showcasing green-built
structures and homes. Music,
art and a culinary workshop
are on the agenda. For information and tickets, contact
Hawaii@OneIsland.org. AH
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them were all the green industry sponsors who kept
lining up to help support the effort. Just to name
a few: Breezway Louver Windows; EcoProcote;
Hadrian Tridipanel (SCIP); Liebherr Refrigeration,
Hydrostop Roofing and Waterproofing Systems;
Niagara Conservation; Sunbrella; Angie Bolman
Interior Design; SoyCrete, and especially Robert’s
architectural firm, Studio RMA.
Says Robert: “The home demonstrates that living
‘carbon neutral’ is about abundance, not compromise.
We are super green without giving away a single inch
of comfort.”
In addition, each member
of the two-family household
contributed their own special
talents to the completion
of the whole: Teri is a fine
ceramic artist, violinist
and fantastic cook; Jim, a
software engineer, musician
and self-described tech geek;
Sherry, a master networker;
and Dave, an overall general
Sculpture by Teri Sugg marketing guru.
“To make it work, we
are all four committed to this project one-hundred
percent,” says Jim. “We are empowered by each
other’s strong points. We had lived collaboratively
in California for many years so we were already in
sync. Our collective vision for this house and our
living space is one that lowers environmental impact,
reduces our carbon footprint and ultimately, doesn’t
create a burden to the planet.”
With four bedrooms, two offices, an ‘ohana
room, and a great room on 12 total acres, there’s no
shortage of space for the four, their families, friends
and guests. The interior, complete with sunken
conversation pit and musician-friendly great room
space, also houses invocative art on every wall,
including favorite paintings by the late renowned
Honoka‘a artist Wailehua Gray and dozens of sconces
and ceramic art by Teri.
Because they have received so much in-kind
sponsorship from the green building community,
the two couples also feel a strong call to share the
property for community events, such as the one they
just hosted to benefit the Hawai‘i Performing Arts

Sectional mango buffet runs the length of the great room. A rug from Target serves as the backdrop for a
tapestry that hangs on the wall.

An enormous punée (daybed) takes up almost the entirety of the media room, which is adorned in upholstery and
pillows by Terri Markowich of Honoka‘a.
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For dessert, Richard and Chew have been known to surprise their
guests with a homemade mountain-apple cobbler fresh from the oven,
cooked in a cast-iron pan.
“I like to do things all by hand because it’s fun,” says Chew, a waitress
at the Coffee Shack in South Kona. “I love people and I love food.”
As the oven cools, the Hansons continue to take advantage of its
heating power for several days, using it to dehydrate fruit or to slow cook
food such as chicken legs or pulled pork.
Retired from the National Park Service, Richard enjoys the outdoor
life and working with natural resources. Recently, he converted the lower
level of the oven into a sauna complete with cedar walls. For heat, he
fires up lava rocks in buckets.
“I’ve always liked to work with fire,” says Richard.
A Daughter of the American Revolution, Chew traces her genealogy
back to pre-Revolutionary times when her ancestors sailed to North
America from England. The name “Chew” has been handed down for
generations on her maternal side.
“I think I was born 100 years too late. I just love making everything
Eddie the Shar Pei curls up next to
from scratch.” AH
the oven.
Chew Hanson sits in the cedar sauna that her
husband built under the oven.
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Pizza Party
at 2,000 Feet
Chew and Richard Hanson
built an outdoor oven
adjacent to their lanai
for cooking everything
from bread and pizza to
mountain-apple pie, turkey
and kalua pork.

South Kona resident builds traditional
stone oven with sauna below

By Kristina Anderson
Ph otogr ap h y b y Karen A n d er son

A

The Hanson’s friend, Melany Kerver, prepares homemade
pizza dough in preparation for an evening of pizza making.
The Hansons frequently invite guests to their South Kona
compound for pizza parties and gatherings.

t their off-the-grid home in South Kona,
Richard and Chew Hanson have built a
traditional bread oven that the pioneering
pair uses to bake everything from bread and pizza to
pulled pork, turkeys, cobblers and cakes.
Formed in an Italian-made mold and strengthened
by 17 layers of vermiculite insulation and
refractory cement, the 14-inch-thick oven can attain
temperatures of 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit — with
700-720 degrees being ideal for pizza.
“It was a fun project that happened with the help
of a lot of friends,” says Richard of the outdoor oven
decorated with artwork by their artist friend, John
Domont, with mosaics installed by Richard.
For fuel, the couple uses ‘ohia wood that
grows on their upcountry acreage. They dub their
compound the “Steinie Bar,” called so because it was
built with “beer, sweat and tears,” quips Richard.
Continued on page 18

Fronting the traditional stone oven, a long buffet
table made of mango provides the perfect spot
for dining, drinking homemade honey mead,
snacking on pupus and preparing pizza.
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Continued from page 16
The Hansons, married 28 years, like to entertain and host pizza parties.
They top their pizzas with everything from mushrooms, Canadian bacon,
onions, tomatoes, herbs and spices to eggplant, pineapple, kalua pork (from
pigs shot by Richard) — and whatever else happens to be growing in their
garden at the time. Guests also bring assorted ingredients to add to the
stone-baked pies.
At a typical Hanson pizza party, everyone lends a hand with the pizza
production, making crust by rolling out a dough ball (made with wild yeast)
and tossing it in the air to form the circular shape, then placing it on a
traditional pizza “peel” prepped with cornmeal.
Made of koa and cedar, the peels were handcrafted by the Hanson’s friend
Lee Rogers — with wood given to them by another friend, Peter Wagner.
While Richard mans the oven for cooking, everyone prepares their pies
with homemade sauces and toppings. As the festivities begin, Chew will
likely serve up one of her honey-mead homebrews she makes with ‘ohia or
lehua honey harvested from one of 55 hives on the property.
Chew’s other talents as a pioneer woman include canning jams, apple
butters, pepper jellies and more. The house is filled with her homemade
quilts, tablecloths, candles and other crafts.
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The Hanson’s “Steinie Bar” compound
features a traditional bread-making
oven Richard built with the help of
friends. This photo was taken before
they added a cedar sauna underneath
the oven (see page 19).

An array of pizza toppings includes Chew’s homemade pesto and tomato sauces,
plus Canadian bacon, shrimp, mushrooms and a plethora of homegrown veggies.

The couple’s friend John Domont painted the igloo-shaped oven
with colorful images of the archipelago. Richard created a mosaic
of the Hawaiian Island chain.

